[Rapid loss of the Mini Mental State Examination: REAL.FR study].
Alzheimer's disease is a chronic pathology requiring regular follow-up. The predictive factors of rapid cognitive decline remain unclear. To analyse the baselines characteristics of patients at increased risk of rapid cognitive decline. This study presents transversal data on a community-based sample of 340 patients diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease and followed by REAL.FR group. Rapid cognitive decline was defined as a 3-points or greater loss on the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) within six months. 54% of patients presented a rapid cognitive decline. Logistic regression analysis showed a positive association between rapid cognitive decline and a MMSE < or = 20 (p < 0.003) or a greater BMI (p < 0.02) and a tendency towards a negative correlation with anxiety (p = 0.06) and negative correlation with the burden severity (p < 0.05). Patients with a worse cognitive status, a greater BMI and less anxiety or burden were at increased risk of rapid cognitive decline. Future studies should focus on determining etiologies for patients with rapid cognitive loss and help clinicians target these patients for interventions aiming to delay or stabilise the course of this disease.